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Carnpgs
The girl in the picture is
having a trying time solving
the intracacies of her shoe
lace Her frazzled hair and a
band-aid indicate a hard day
at the new day care center
For more pictures and a report
on the new area service. see
pp 7-8
Conflict expected over student government merger
DOUG GILLESPIE JEANNE BAILEY
Student protest succeeds
in restoring library hours
As a result of student protest against the
curtailed library hours. Fogler Library will
again be open Friday and Saturday
nights. confirmed James C. MacCampbell.
head librarian.
'The library is still not going to be used
eery heavily on those nights. but I had a lot
of serious students come to me, and those
are the ones we're depth. ing.'• said
MacCampbell. referring to student
reaction follow ing his announcement last
week that librars hours would be reduced
in an effort to sate money on staff
w ages.
The librars curator formerly stated he
wanted to N an "a week or two" before
reopening the library on weekend evenings
until he received word from President
Howard R. Neville's office concerning a
request he made for additional funds.
MacCampbell said Monday . however. he
has not submitted any unusual requests for
additional funds
"We've got morc monc% now than in the
past." reported MacCampbell. referring
to a 12.6 per cent. or $38169 increase in
funds received this year. However. fixed
costs, or increased subscription costs for
periodicals, ate up the additional money
and also necessitated reallocating money
formerly designated for book purchases.
MacCampbell explained rather than cancel
periodical subscriptions, it was decided to
reduce the book appropriations budget.
Had the library not received the extra
$38169. subscription would have been
reduced, he stressed, further limiting what
he has termed an "already inadequate"
periodicals list.
Inflation has "hit
harder than
the library much
in past
years." he continued, citing higher student
wages as well as higher subscription rates.
"I'm just taking the bull by the horns."
MacCampbell cautioned, refering to his
decision to restore the weekend library
hours. adding.•'we just have to wait and
see what happens."
Off campus students aided
by Food Stamp Program
by Paul Beth
If you are a student sharing an
apartment with two others, and your
combined net monthly income is less than
$393. you mav be eligible to participate in
the Food Stamp Program.
The Food Stamp Program is a
cooperative one run by the Maine
Department of Health and Welfare and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. It helps
low income families to buY. more and better
foods. have a more satisfying and balanced
diet, and allow s them to select the foods
they. need and want.
"Basically, it's a food and nuitrition
program designed to replace the donated
commodities program which was phased
out last year." Raymond Spruce. project
supervisor. explained, referring to the old
program that passed out surplus food to
km -income families.
"An individual can purchase any food
item." Spruce pointed out. "Food stamps
permit a family to buy what they use."
The head of the state-run program in
Orono and Old Town said stamp recepients
are not allowed to purchase tobacco.
alcoholic beverages or inedible grocery
products. such as paper goods. with the
stamps. "Lunch counter" or food prepared
for eating on the premises are also
exempted from the program.
"Students are certified the same as
everyone else.•• Spruce said. adding
"Like everyone. certification depends on
their assets and income."
Income, he explained, means regular-
iv received pay. fixed income, social
security benefits. and money received from
public assistance less certain allowable
deductions. Admitting that college
students present somew hat of a problem in
calculating income. Spruce explained that
scholarships, grants, including GI ed-
ucational benefits: and long-term loans are
prorated as income over the period they arc
supposed to cover. Deferred payment loans
are also considered as income, he added.
Tuition and mandatory fees for
education can be deducted from the income
of students. Spruce said 10 per cent of
income derived from compensation for
services performed as an employe or from
a training allowance can also be subtracted
from a student's income as long as that
percentage does not exceed $30. Shelter
costs, such as rent. heat and lights, in
excess of 30 per cent of income can also be
deducted from income. The figure arrived
at after these deductions are the student's
net income.
A student's assets are also taken into
account. The Department of Health and
Welfare defines assets as equity in real or
personal property' a person may own.
Certain cashable assets, such as a home
and lot where a person resides, currently
registered automobile and any unregister-
ed auto, personal effects, the face value of
life insurance and money prorated or
averaged as income for self-employment.
can be exempted.
Spruce termed unexemptahle assets as
• PROGRAM • see page 4
by Debbie Slim
Indications of the upcoming fight of
Bangor student representatives to retain
student government autonomy at Bangor
Community College are popping up as
opposition to the proposed merger of UMO
and BCC student governments gathers
force on the Bangor campus.
Serious consideration of a merger
between the Orono and Bangor student
governments began with the realization
last spring of President Howard R.
Neville's proposal that the Bangor campus
become a college in its own right, the sixth
of the Orono system. The establishment of
Bangor Community College marked the
final step in its progress away from "south
campus days". when Bangor was merely
an extension of the Orono campus. BCC
operates in conjunction with UMO to offer
better academic opportunities to the
Bangor area.
BCC's co-operation with UMO has as yet
excluded student services. However, the
administrative assumption has been that a
more efficient student government would
result from a merger of the two senate
bodies.
The opposing stands the two student
bodies adopted last spring--Bangor
student government representatives
against
The opposing stands the two student
bodies adopted last spring--Bangor student
government representatives against and
Orono student representatives favoring the
proposed merger—have changed little.
Although both student senates remain
inoperative prior to elections this month .
senators and student government presi-
dents on both campuses are forming their
positions on the merger question.
Doug Gillespie. BCC student govern-
ment president. opposes any consolidation
of the two groups. Referring to the "south
campus days" when Bangor was allowed a
small percentage of representatives in the
Orono student senate. he claimed. "Orono
senators gave the attitude they could care
less about our petty problems," and the
Bangor senators stopped attending Orono
senate meetings.
Gillespie fears both Bangor's represen-
tation and funds would be cut in a merger.
Bangor's student government now
operates on a $20,000 budget derived from
$12 student activity fees. He is
apprehensive that, if incorporated into the
Orono student government. Bangor's
funds would drop to S8-9,000, making cuts
in student services necessary at Bangor.
"I can't believe the two student
governments working together can't reach
a consensus that merger isn't best."
Gillespie commented. He hones to
convince the Orono senators to tight the
assumption that a merger is inevitable.
Gilkspic. elected president on an
anti-merger platform. foresees the merger
question as a big issue in upcoming
months. In the event a merger does occur,
there will be an attempt to maintain an
informal student government at Bangor.
using alternate funding if the Bangor
student activity' fee is discontinued, he
reponed.
The only possible advantage to be
derived from a merger. the BCC
representative noted, is that Bangor's
large yoter turnout for elections--usually
900-1.01)0 student voters--might enable a
Bangor candidate to nab the Orono student
government presidency. Gillespie indica-
ted the slight chance of this happening
would hardly compensate for the losses
Bangor would incur by a merger.
UMO student government president
Jeanne Bailey. claiming a "merger is
definite." emphasized discussion of plans
to merge must be set in motion so one
president will be elected for both Orono
and Bangor students next spring.
"It's definite we have to merge to do the
best thing to deal more effectively with the
administration. Haile stated.
Terms attic merger and Bangor's status
within the On no student goverruncrIt
• MERGER • see page 4
Senate elections scheduled
Approximately 58 student senators will
he chosen in this Wednesday's
elections.
Polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the Memorial Union for
off-campus and fraternity students.
Dorm residents can vote during the
noon and evening meal periods in their
•
respective dining halls.
Of the 58 senators to be elected.
approximately 25 will be off-campus
students, four will come from
fraternities, and the remaining will be
selected from the dorms. Most dorms
have two representatives-based on one.
senator per 200 students- how eser
Aroostook. Hannibal Hamlin and Oak
combined. Kennebec. and Stodder
Halls each have only one senator
because of their small student
populations.
Three student senate seats remain
open. No one is running from
Kennebec. Stodder and one vacant
fraternity position. Anyone wishing to
run for these positions should sign up in
the student Government Office by 5
p.m..Tuesdav
Constitutional expert says
history will judge pardon
Jeff W. Beebe
As is usual in matters of great impact on
the American political culture. history will
have the last word in judgment of Gerald
Ford's presidential pardon of Richard
Nixon, said Eugene Mawhinney, chairman
of UMO's political science department.
"If. in fact, Mr. Nixon's health is in as
had shape as it is reported. and the next
few weeks show this. I think Ford will
emerge more correct than most people now
sec him," Mawhinney predicted. "The
alternative was pulling a sick, depressed
ex-president into a trial. and Ford has said
this would not be in the national interest.
"If. however. Nixon lives on in good
heahh for 20 years or so enjoying the
benefits of an ex-president. and could have
stood in the halls of justice like any other
man, then the pardon will be adjudged
premature.••
Mawhinney explains Ford's power to
pardon is unquestionable—it is in the
Constitution and has been reaffirmed by
the Supreme Court on a number of
occassions. The concept came to the
founders of the Constitution from English
common law and has been used frequently
by American presidents. usually after a
conviction is announced.
The pardon power is one of the
Executive branch's several checks on the
Judicial branch. "One must see the pardon
power as weighing national interest on one
side of the scales, against the interest in
carrying out the full penalty. not UMO's
UMO's leading Constitutional expert. who
believes that Ford's pardon, in essence.
• POLITICAL • see page 10
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What's on
TUESDAY, SEPT. 17
BOWLING— Organi7ational meeting of
the Faculty 'Staff Bowling League. at
4:30pm. in the 1912 room of the Union.
TENNIS— Maine Tennis Club will hold
an organizational meeting at 6:30pm. in
Hancock Hall. Open to intermedaite
players and advanced players, men and
women. faculty and students.
FILM— "Bighorn" an award sinning
film will be shown at the Wildlife Society
meeting, at 7 p.m. in 100 Nutting. All
members of the university community are
welcome.
FENCING — Fencing Club meeting at
p.m in Lengyl Gym. All interested in
learning to fence are invited.
FILM— Graduate Center film "Things
To Come". at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in
Estabrooke Hall.
MEETING— Henry Clews, guest
speaker on Solar Wind. LEE meeting. At
153 Barrows at 7 :30 p.m.
RELIGIOUS SERVICES— Rosh Hosho-
nah services at 9 a.m. in Old Town.
Tuesday and Wednesday. Rides will be
Is UMO keeping you
too occupied
to write home?
There is still time
to order that subscription
to The Maine Campus.
$9. (Or $5 a semester.)
Two issues a week.
•-• BRING THIS COUPON TO 106 LORD HALL ••
Send The Campus to:
At 
City 
State  Zip 
And leave the writing to us....
AIR MAIL rates to EUROPE.
JAPAN, and SOUTH AMERICA
are slightly higher.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE MAINE CAMPUS.
PIZZA HUT'S
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
2 PIZZAS for the 1pnce of
r This coupon entitles you to 2 plazas for the pros
Offer expires Sept 22 1974
"7"""`" BANGORTel 942 1912
PRA
HUT
of 1.1
Offer not
good with
any other
coupon
provided, for more info, call Lenora
Leibowitz (1 Beech St. Orono) at 866-7756.
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 18
CHESS UMO Chess Club Tournament
at 7 p.m. in the Bumps room of the Union.
MCA— MCA Agape Meal and
Reflection at 6 p.m. at the Maine Christian
Association center on College Ave.
RECEPTION— Annual Faculty Recep-
tion for College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture, at 8 p.m. in the Damn Yankee
room.
DLS— Former Secretary of the Interior
Stewart Udall will speak at 8 p.m. in the
Memorial Gym.
ABENAKI— Registration for courses in
Abenaki Experimental College begin
today, second floor of the Memorial Union.
THURSDAY* SEPT. 19
FORUM— Fortnightly Forum: "The
Individual vs. the Bureaucracy". at 7 p.m.
at the MCA Center.
FILM— Italian Film Festival. "A
Direi.-tor's Notebook'', at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
100 Nutting.
TEA— Thursday Club annual fall tea. at
,!-4 p.m. at the President's house.
SAB plans to earn funds
for campus organizations
Some campus organizations that have
had difficulty obtaining funds from the
student government just might find those
funds available this spring if the Student
Activities Board application to bring
"Campack'• to the Orono campus is
accepted.
Campack is a gift package of samples
and coupons put together by Campus Age
Merchandising Program. a Louis% die.
Kentuckey. based public relations firm that
distributes the packets to colleges and
unisersities across the country. Mike
McBrady. chairman of SAB Sass that upon
acceptance from the Campack firm. SAB
will receive 25 cents for each of the 5.2n8
packets to be distributed to on-campus
students in January . This means that SAB
would earn $1.31- from the yenture.
This money. McBrady says could be
used for the smaller campus organizations
ho prey iously base been squeezed out of
student go% ern ment funding or hase failed
io meet the Senate Finance Committee's
guidelines.
Student government funds for campus
organizations have been scarce because
the represent the surplus dollars left alter
distribution of most fund, to various
executive branches of student goy ernmem.
Bs the time priority monies hay e been
distributed little is left for the smaller
organizations, thus necessitating strict
eligibility laws. McBrady explained.
The Finance Committee requires that
clubs attempt to raise their o n money in
the form of dues or other fund raising
project,. Actiyities and %cry ices which
bent 'he greatest number of students
receive top priority. There is also a
precedent that no money be given for
equipment or machinery.
"It is hard to justify giving student
monies to a group when they don't
represent a large enough sector of the
student population for the amount of
mimes they need." McBrady said.
"In the past. several small groups have
requested money for trips to cony entions
and % e'y e had to refuse them because they
hasen't met our requirements or those of
the Finance Committee "
Organizations seeking student monies
must first apply- to SAB which acts as a
screening board for all monetat
applications to the senate. SAB determines
the priority of the request as required by
the Finance Committee. Upon appros al by
SAB. requests are then channeled to the
Finance Committee for further review. If
the Finance Committee rejects a request. it
is sent back to SAB for alteration and
adjustment. Those requests approved are
sent before the student senate for general
approy al by student representaiises.
McBrady sass that most requests for
student monies average around S200. thus
the strict eligibilits !J.., for funding is
e‘pected to ontinue. According to a
senate worker. there are a possible 200
different sampus groups who might ask for
funds.
McBrady said that an attempt to use the
Campack program for fund raising last
year failed when the firr. was his hard hy
the paper shortage and couldn't afford
prodihe the packets.
CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS
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Program director defines
food stamp requirements
• continued front page 2
being cash on hand, money in checking and
savings accounts. savings bonds, other
stocks and bonds, and real estate not
occupied as a home or used for income
producing purposes. He said personal
property like stereo systems are also not
considered as personal assets, but a boat
and motor would ordinarily not be
exempted.
Students are eligible to enter the
program because of the method of
certification. Spruce said his interviewers
RAY SPRUCE
certify applicants on a household basis, not
an indiyidual one.
We certify households. Spruce
explained. adding. "if its a straight
economic household. w here everyone is not
related to anyone else, but there is a
pooling of resources, we still consider it
a household.-
One other criteria must be met in
deciding when a living arrangement is a
bonafide household. The Food Stamp
Program requires there be cooking
facilities in the house. Persons living in
dormitories normally are not eligible.
Spruce said.
"If a student cooks his meals on a hot
plate. we consider it a household," Spruce
said. "We once had to decide whether
someone hying in a tent with an open fire
constituted a household. He had his own
frying pan, so we certified him."
When applying for food stamps,
applicants must fill out an eight-page
questionnaire and undergo a personal
interview. The results of the questionnaire
and the interview are then fed into a
computer. Since the prerequisites for
eligibility are standardized. the computer
makes the determination whether an
individual receives food stamps.
Food stamps are not free. Those
participating in the program must buy
them. Based on their net income, clients
can pay nothing or as much as $36 for $46
worth of stamps. Spruce said most
students who eligible could probably get
SI50 of food stamps, depending on how
many contributed to a household and their
combined net income.
As of Sept. I RS households. composed
of 335 persons were taking part in the food
stamp program in Orono. On that same
date. 20' households. representing 656
persons, were involved in the Old Town
segment of the program. Figures were not
a% ailable. Spruce said, on the number of
UMO students participating.
Spruce stressed that students are
processed in the same manner as ey ery one
else.
We are not out to hassle students... he
promised. "if they qualify, we'll do what
we can for them.—
Merger labeled a certainty
by student government head
• continued from page 2
cannot be resolved until the two senate
bodies has e completed their elections
Bailey. how eyer, behest-% the Bangor
go% ernment would retain as much Bailey stressed the biggest problem now
representation as before the merger. The is "getting the Bangor student government
proposed the system of representation to understand Orono doesn't want the big
would probably differ from Orono•s tone power role any more than Bangor wants an
senator per 200 students), indicating a inferior role—we just want a strong.
Bangor board might be established to workable student government for every. -
supplement senate representation. one.'•
The issue, it seems, will be whether the
I he Orono senate president also doubted strongest student government can and
Bangor student sery Ices would undergo should be developed from a merger of the
funding cuts She noted UMO two bodies.
President Howard K. Neville recently
allocated S5.000 to the Bangor student
goy ernment to provide for any such cut.
should it occur in the future.
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WHSN— Jack Katchuk, program-
ming director for Husson's FM
radio station, prepares for his late
night show The Musson FM station
is on the air from 3pm to 3am
Rowson Photo
WHSN enters air waves
as Husson's radio station
After four years of planning. Husson
College in Bangor has finally got an FM
radio station, WHSN found at 89.3 on your
dial
Die Husson station began operating
from 100 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. seven days a
week on Sept. 7. Presently it is the only FM
station in the Bangor area that consistently
broadcasts beyond midnight.
WHSN's programing is basically a free
format. The fifteen students invoked with
the station are able to plan their ow n
program with only one stipulation. Jack
Katchuk. Programming Director and a
senior at Husson, explained that. "Once a
song is played it is put on a play list and
filed away. The song cannot be played
again for two davs. This format forces our
people to preview new albums.—
Within this format a variety of music is
being programmed. with the exception of
music that is seldomcountry western
played.
Another feature of the WHSN•s
programming is a sports show run by Art
Rubin, Assistant Manager and a junior at
Husson. On Sunday night from ":00 to 7:30
he runs through national and local sports
scores and takes calls from people in the
area.
The news programing is left up to the
individual disc jockeys. They are
encouraged to do the news at least once in
their program and to schedule it on the
hour or half hour.
Accredidation from the school is high on
the student's priority list. They would like
to he able to get some kind of credit for the
hours spent on the station. It could be in
the form of academic credit toward a
speech course.
WHSN is licensed and owned by the
board of trustees of Husson College. The
rnajorit of funding for the station's
operating costs comes from the student
senate. They get no funding directly from
the school itself.
Their license is for unlimited hours. The
station is presently operating on 10 watts.
covering approximately a 10 to 12 mile
radios from its Bangor location.
Future plans for the station are for stereo
and a slight power increase covering the
same listening area. They would like to
hay e enough disc jockeys to be on the air 22
hours a day.
Previously. Husson's only station was an
AM staton that could be received only at
the college.
The station manager is Mike Anderson.
and the music and construction engineer is
John Gasson. Both are students at Hu .son.
Mr. BIG
Opposite UMO
Park St Entrance
BEEF'N BREW
OF ORONO
PRESENTS
The Exciting Sounds
SOFT PARADE'
TUES-WED-FRI-SAT -SUN
MIGHTY JOHN MARSHALL
EVERY MONDAY AND THURSDAY
Free Popcorn
AIR CONDITIONED PHONE 866-4333
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Draft resisters...
President Gerald Ford's announcement
Monday of a so-called conditional amnesty plan
reeks with the same kind of too-little too-late
characteristics that marked the Nixon regime.
Ford claims this proposal will "heal the nation's
wounds'', yet he fails to realize this apparent
compromise is not, in fact, satisfactory either to
war resisters or the hawks against all forms of
amnesty. In essence, the plan will probably
achieve nothing.
It's been years since a majority of Americans
supported the Vietnam war. The last remaining
American ground troops returned home slightly
more than a year ago. The President currently
the victims of Ford's compromise
has no power of conscription. The draft law has
expired. Ford is in effect punishing those
individuals who happened to be born at the
wrong time in history, if you will. Amnesty with a
two-year alternative service requirement is no
amnesty at all. If the President really wanted to
grant draft resisters a "full, free, and absolute
pardon", (like some folks get), then that would
be amnesty. The term implies forgiving and
forgetting, because Vietnam, at least for
American soldiers, is over.
Draft resisters have already indicated they
doubt many of their number will even bother
with the plan; for that reason alone, it will be
Campus I Editorials
unsuccessful. The plan is more likely to create
opposition and polarization than bring the war
resisters home. In opting for this cop-out, Ford
has deepened a growing feeling that this country
operates on two systems of justice--one for
"ordinary" citizens, and one for special ones,
like former presidents.
We believe a bolder, wiser action would have
been to grant unconditional amnesty to all those
who for reasons of moral conscience avoided the
draft. Such a move might have helped to heal the
'nation's wounds by admitting Vietnam was a
mistake. This recognition, something which we
will probably never receive from our
government, is sorely needed.
A distinction should be drawn between those
who avoided the draft for moral reasons and
those who deserted the service. It would seem
difficult to justify desertion in moral terms: if a
deserter considers war immoral, it follows he
should view training for war as immoral The just
way of dealing with deserters would be to utilize
existing judicial procedures, allowing for a
case-by-case review of individuals' actions. This,
of course, would include the presumption of
innocence, and would not include an automatic
penalty upon return to the country.
The President has devised an "oath of
allegiance- that must be taken by anyone
wishing to participate in the amnesty program.
This act virtually ensures that most war resisters
won't come home. It is a ridiculous, even childish
requirement. Pledges of allegiance are
characteristic of fascist states, and we know of no
law that can force ordinary citizens to make such
a pledge. Furthermore, such an oath can easily
prove to be as meaningless as the oath taken by
former President Richard Nixon
It's absurd.
The need for autonomy
The rumor last spring that a union between the
Orono student government and the senate body
located on the former U MB campus might
prevail before the Orono April elections elicited a
negative response from both parties. Senators on
the Bangor campus momentarily feared an
attempt to railroad a merger between the two
bodies. Orono senators realized if a merger did
occur, there was a possibility Bangor student
voters might effect a takeover of the Orono
senate with a block vote, due to the apathetic
reputation of Orono students at election time.
As it turned out, the election saw an unusually
high 30 per cent voter turnout, with the winning
pr. sidential and vice presidential candidates
t. • ther tallying over 2,000 votes. However, had
tv,* merger occured, it would have been a tight
race, with 900-1,000 Bangor students trying to
!ure control of the student government
dency.
merger question will be resolved this
year. and UMO student government president
Jea-ne Bailey believes union of the two bodies is
^ite. With the changeover at Bangor from
.N to BCC has come a reduction in Bangor
*-nt numbers to about 600, and Orono senate
le, . rs and administrators think a coalition of
th*• two groups would constitute a more effective
and efficient student government.
If BCC was located in Old Town instead of
eight miles away. if Orono senators were at all
aware of student interests on the Bangor
campus, and if the living experience at Orono
was at all similar to that of Bangor. this might be
a viable argument.
Bangor students are experiencing a period of
transition at that college campus. With the
renaming of the campus. Bangor students have
lost one identity and are learning to respond to
another. Although the Bangor campus has now
been incorporated into UMO as the sixth college
of this university, student services still remain
separate. Student leaders and administrators are
working to meet the needs of the Bangor
community the school now subscribes to. This
role should be complete. The Orono student
government has more than it can handle trying to
represent Orono students. The number of issues
needing to be dealt with concerning Orono
students are more than enough to push the needs
of 500-600 Bangor students to the back burner. If
a merger is recognized, should the Bangor
representatives be unable to attend student
government meetings in Orono due to
transportation problems or inclement weather,
issues of eminent concern to those living on the
BCC campus would go ignored.
No doubt the Orono senators would strive to
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cast their votes in accordance with the wishes of
the Bangor representatives on questions
involving the Bangor students; to do just the
opposite would prove Bangor attitudes cannot be
fairly and adequately represented in Orono. And
if Orono senators do vote as Bangor senators
dictate, why not have separate governments?
Orono students cannot be expected to
understand and represent the attitudes of
Bangor students. Many Orono students have
never visited the Bangor campus, and probably
never will, unless, in the case of a merger,
senate meetings are occasionally conducted on
the Bangor campus.
Doug Gillespie, president of the BCC student
government, says he was elected on an
anti-merger platform. Bangor students are
clearly opposed to a merger, largely due to the
failure of such a venture a few years back. The
merger issue should be decided by Bangor
students, not by Orono students and
administrators. A student referendum on the
Bangor campus allowing the students to vote for
or against a merger should decide the issue.
Orono students would revolt against an
attempt to locate their government body in
Bangor, particularly if Orono senators were to be
outnumbered. Bangor students need a senate
body able to deal with their needs and problems
effectively.
( Letters to the editor.
I the editor:
I deplore the fact that the
university will not offer subsid-
ies to help continue bus
transportation to Bangor and
Old 'tow n. While I realiie that
most indo 'duals are currently
strapped t.T funds I cannot
comprehend how this university
can wash us hands of its fair
share of community responsi-
bility- . The Bangor-Old Town
transportation system serves
the university community. par-
ticularly the pt)orer members of
the community who cannot
afford cars. Regardless of
whether university -related peo-
ple use it only in the mornings,
only in the afternoons or only
between the hours of ten and
de% en the sets ice is being used
by um% ersity members. There-
Bus service or bust
fore. one would think the
university would take its fair
responsibility for facilitating the
continued existence of the
sers ice. How commendable is it
to make additional requests that
the bus service make stops on
the campus at the expense of
the Bangor-Veaiie, Old Town
communities who presumably
must not shoulder the entire
responsibility for maintaining
the sets ice—and extending it
for the benefit of a university
that will pay nothing for its
upkeep?
While the Bangor-Old Town
bus service can be strictly
interpreted as a non-university
function, does it have to be? I've
been assuming that the
university is part of a wider
community. Those who will
most suffer from the discontin-
uance of the bus service will be
the elderly and the poor who will
be left stranded. Does the
university have the right to
allow this to happen? Perhaps.a
better idea would be for
university members to immedi-
ately find ways (including
financial contributions) to in-
crease and perfect public
transportation facilities in a
state already lagging far behind
many others in providing this
needed public service. The
Bangor-Old Town bus service,
at this stage of the game. should
not he ceasing. It should be
expanding. And this university.
could be contributing toward its
expansion.
Nighttime tennis anyone?
To the editor:
Crimefighters unite'
Forget the rowdy drunks and
the petty traffic y iolators. in
sour RCMP hats, stick out your
beer guts. jump into sour four or
more %chicle% (who can keep
count?) and rally to the call to
arms with your loaded fingers.
This campus needs to clean
up its greatest threat to safety.
its most fearsome den of
iniquity—the night-time tennis
court!
Who dares plas tennis at
night ss ithout lights to
away the muggers? Crime
be rampant'
Oh, defenders
trust, help us.
scare
MUM'
of the public
Spend your
Irene Simano
money wisely. Do not buy (beg.
borrow, or rent) instantaneous
speed detection units for
Speedway UMO. Buy instead
lights for the tennis courts so we
may safely play at night
(S10.000 would certainly help).
Stephen F. McGuire
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Ava kidnapped
In the editor:
We. the students of Chad-
bourne Hall. are gravely
concerned over the disapear-
ance of one Ava Chadbourne.
She was last seen in the lounge
of Chadbourne Hall wearing a
blue dress and granny glasses.
Rumor has it that she was
brutallY kidnapped (We know
she would never willingly leave
these hallowed halls).
Ava symboli/ed for us the
spirit of unity in the dorm, and
this being the start of a new
year. the freshmen and new
students are being robbed of the
opportunity to grow under her
watchful eyes, and to share in
that great feeling with those of
us who know and love her.
Please, please. whoever you
may be. out of the goodness of
your heart (if there he any)
return our Asa to her rightful
home. Desperately waiting,
Concerned residents of Chad-
bourne Hall
Kicking Neville's football
To the editor:
Hello, my name is Student. i
pay all my taxes to Universe
City. Still. today i was asked five
dollars to use my pool,
something near twently dollars
if i wanted to attend sport
events, and was given a locker
which i was told i could use at
the discretion of visiting athletic
teams. When they came. i went.
i am also a member of the
Karate Club. Last year. and in
past sears we were welcomed to
the use of needed facilities. Now
we are being asked to pas. rent.
and we still may not have the
rooms for the amount of times
and hours we hay e had them in
the past. Oh. my p(lor pennies.
Regardless. These are all
recent developments and
changes of policy which hase
had a rather strange appearance
along with our new President??
Dr. Nex ale will ne% cr has e his
football icani. As Student today
and Joe Taxpayer and Alumnus
of the future I will do what I can
to see to it. I find that Physical
Education has little to do with
the current policies of the
department here. Maine is not
Nebraska. We have no real need
of machine sports here, and if
you were serious about your
identities as Educators you
would know this. Did we ask the
students or the people of Maine
how mans thousands WE
wanted you to spend on your
athletic goals?
If you want your foolish glory,
fine, but don't do it at the
expense of the club sports or the
indiyidual students. It's had
enough PE chooses not to
support Karate. There is
certainly no justification for
dest Toy ing ii.
Da '..d W. . Crocker
VOLUNTEERING ISN'T SLAVE LABOR
The Maine Student Action Corps offers
practical experience in your field-whether
it be Education. Nursing, Child
flvE CAN GET"'N
INTO ACT 1011
wrTH
S.A.C.Development or Engineering. We've got voN1Gor7
Programs. Cars, and Contacts-all we need 
is you!
People from these organizations and more will be at the Union
TONIGHT AT 8pm IN THE BANGOR ROOM
SCHOOL SERVICES
Tutoring basic skills, art, woodcarving. cooking. music. pottery,
macrame. electronics, chess drama photography, pet-care, soccer.
inurnalism ham radio, tumbling, football, etc, etc, etc..
Just a basic knowledge is needed to teach children (K thru 8) in the
surrounding schools The set-up is yours—whether weekly. a workshop.
individual or group instruction Come learn the details tonight.
HOSPITAL SERVICES
Many volunteers will be needed this semester at Bangor Mental Health
Institute. Eastern Maine Medical Center. Levinson Center, Bangor City
Hospital. Counseling Center, Family Health Center. Work Skills
Development Center and others
BIG BROTHER
If you have time for afree education, a young boy needs your help Being a
big brother is a one-to-one self-regulated intensive relationship with a
youngster having problems at home and in school with no male to model his
life after.
BIG SISTER
Have time to develop a meaningful and lasting relationship', The Big
Sister program could use you There are many young girls who need
someone like you to share their lives with
LET'S
GO
Maine Student Action Corps
recruitment. Tonight.
Memorial Union 7 PM
CEREBRAL PALSY
Teen Club meets once weekly, Wednesday evenings, for fun and
refreshments—very informal. Also outings. swimming, bowling, attending
sports events. etc
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
The Environmental Awareness Committee is a tutorial organization
dedicated to the task of arousing an environmental awareness in the
citizenry of the greater Bangor area
COUNTY PRISON TUTORING
Through the help of the volunteers that enter the jail each week. 11
inmates have passed their high school equivalency diploma test
C.E.U.V.P.
Cooperative Extension University Volunteer Program. If you don't see
what you want above—then we've got it. CEUVP is the public service arm of
the University of Maine
We need some organizational help to implement some of these programs
If you can't make it tonight come
see us anytime. Second floor of the
Union, Tel 581-7061
COME SEE WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU AND YOU FOR OTHERS.
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INDIA CLOTHING SALE
 
INO1A clothing items
below wholesale prices
India spreads in stock
New prints corning soon'
And don't forget
our flowers, plants,
and gifts
suitable for any
occasion
CLatbc, fkrist
'4(0- -X k-OfAelt-WHWX***-Irett
New day care center
for Orono, Old Town
Sim" b 1.1ust Haborsen
Photograph b% Anne Richter
Nestled between Delta Tau Delta fraternity
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity on College
Avenue is a new "house" this year. It isn't
occupied by Phi Deltas. Sig Alphas, or any other
fraternity group, however. but by children up to
six years of age. The home is the new University
of Maine Children's Center, which opened Sept.
3. 1974.
The director of the center is Judy Long, a
graduate of Syracuse University and Yale
Divinity School. She helped establish the
Riverview Day Care Center in Brunswick,
Maine. and also serves as the chairperson of the
State Day Care Advisory Committee.
Helping Mrs. Long are Suzanne Gentes, a
former kindergarten teacher; Katherine Roberts.
a 1974 UMO graduate in Education: and 11
workstudy people. Beginning Sept. 23 there will
also be students from human development.
nutrition, and psychology courses, and
Rosemary Salesi's story-telling classes doing
field experience at the center. The large staff
satisfies the required pupil-teacher ratio of
five-to-one.
Day care services are available five days a
week from 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Thirty-one
children are enrolled at the center, but in
accordance with Health and Welfare licensing,
the center can care for only 20 children at a time.
The center is open to all residents of Orono and
Old Town. although priority is given to UMO
students and employes with young children.
According to Director Long. free child care is
provided for children whose families qualify
under Title IV A of the Social Security Act or the
-Priority Social Services Program IPSSPI in
Maine. There are also a few slots reserved on a
fee-paying basis of 75 cents per hour for children
of higher income families.
A child must be at least three years old and
toilet-trained to be eligible for admission. Each
child must also have a health check-up and
per immunization against measles, smallpox.
ooping cough, poliomyelitis, diptheria and
inuS.
PSSSI!
(The Outside Inn
is in again!)
The new management welcomes you
back for FOOD and DRINK.
Grant's Shopping Plaza Open llam - lam.
Outsthr fun
OLD TOWN, MAINE
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Funds for the Children's Center are partially
supplied by the UMO student government.
which expressed interest in beginning day care
services three years ago. The student
government donated $3.000, as did the Al
Stockier Fund. The latter contribution was used
to attain federal aid on a mate hing basis of
three-to-one. The money from Old Town, Orono
and members of the university community was
matched on a one-to-one basis by the state. In
addition to these contributions, UM() President
Howard R. Neville allocated $1,000 to the center
from his discretionary fund.
The building at 115 College Avenue which
houses the center was provided by the university
and is maintained by the Physical Plant. It
required extensive restoration to meet fire codes
and Health and Welfare standards before
opening this fall. The facility includes three
inside play areas, a kitchen, bathroom, director's
office. and a fenced-in outside playground. One
room is used as a quiet place and another has
child-sized tables and chairs and functions as a
combination art activityu area and dining room.
A typical day at the center includes free
activity periods, -group- time, quiet activities
such as film strips or artwork, snacks. lunch
(provided by Stodder ('afeteria), naptime and a
story hour. The routine is flexible enough to
allow field trips and special activities. however.
In the near future Long hopes to expand the
child care program to include satellite day care
homes which can take up to six children per day
and provide them with the care the Children's
Center isn't equipped to give. These homes
would be licensed by the state and would supply
total family needs for the children. She also
hopes to acquire enough money to establish
another day care center on the Bangor
Community College campus and purchase
additional equipment for the UM° Children's
Center.
Anyone interested in helping on a volunteer or
paid
-substitute basis should contact Judy Long.
The center will hold an open house Sunday, Sept.
22 from 2-4 p.m.
NIGHT OWLS
with more than
one-talon
typing ability)
Mahe
Campus needs
two fast, adventurous
typesetters who can stay awake
'til the wee hours of the morning playing
mind games with a frustrating computer and
a phrenetic newspaper staff. For Pay.
See Lisa Halvorsen • Jeff Beebe
106 Lord Hall Wednesday 2-4 pm
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WPrfrAt 104 04*****10t1
! A FREE SLICE OF pizzA :
WAITING FOR YOU—. =
AT
Hours:
c" PAULS :
PIZZA :
HOUSE
(WITH THIS AD!' 1
PIZZA & HOT OVEN GRINDERS !
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT !
Remember the name. you'll never forget the taste' !
Mon. - Thurs. 11:00 - 1:00 am 12 Mill Streetl Orono :
Fri. - Sat. 11:00 - 2:00 am 866-4138 or 866-4471
Sun. 12:00 1:00 am
i*********************Iij
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Italian film festival starts
six-month campus screening
scandal and success Las Dolce Vita 11%1).
Juliet of the Spirits (1%5) and FeMai
Sutyricon, which in 1%9 presented a
bizarre view of a "Rome. Before Christ.
After Fe!lint.
by BIB Gordon
A six-month film festival featuring the
works of the three great Italian film
directors—Luchino Visconti, Federico
Fellini. and Michelangelo Antonioni—
opened last Thursday in Nutting Hall.
Bernardo Bertolucci. whose Last Tango in
Paris caused considerable controversy last
year. has been added to the program to
represent the trend that the new
generation of young Italian film-makers are
taking.
With nearly forty films in the series.
"The Italian Film Triumvirate" offers an
extensive presentation of every work by
these directors that is available in this
countrt . Several of the films. notably•
Visconti's Ludwig, the Mad Kind of
Bavaria. are being shown for the first time
in Maine.
Luchino Visconti. the oldest director in
the series, has been credited as being the
father of the influential Italian Neo-Realist
film movement of the '40's with his
Obsession11942). After the war, a group of
young Italian film-makers decided it was
time to move aw at from the frothy
comedies being made at the time and take
their cameras into the streets to film an
Italy suffering the defeat of war. The used
Obsession as their model, but because of
copyright and censorship troubles, the film
has never been shown outside of its native
It
Visconti. who also directs theatre and
opera. is a highlt. respected film-maker in
Europe who didn't receive American
recognition until The Damned 11%91
became a critical and box-office success.
Then the brilliant Death in Venice.119'11
confirmed again his place in the ranks of
great film artists.
Federico Fellini. w hose semi-
autobiographical 81 I opened the festival
last Thursday.. is the most popular of the
four him-makers. After making six
features, a co-directed first film, and two
episodes ttor a total of a Felltni gate
the title WI to the tale of a film director
searching the dream images of his past in
hopes of finding a story for his next film.
Other Felltni films of particular note are
La Strada ("The Road) and Nights of
Cabiria, both of which star his wife
Giulietta Masina and which on Academy
awards as best foreign film of 1954 and
145, also the internallt,na!
Bomb scare
empties library
A bomb scare emptied Fogler librart last
night v.-hen Universitt police receited a call
threatening a bomb blast.
A detective on dutv at the librarv said
the caller told police the bomb would go off
57 minutes after the call was made at
approximately -:38 p.m. Police officials
gate no more information regarding the
nature of the call. and Det. Brian Hilchet
said tracing equipment at ailable at the
station v.as not in operation at the time of
the call.
The police relayed the information to
librart officials and the library remained
emptt until 10 p.m.. when eight offers
under the direction of Det. Hilchet entered
the library to begin a systematic search.
The Orono fire department also responded
after being notified by the CMO
o bomb was found, and the library
opened this morning at ":30.
Many of the estimated more than 600
students deposed from the +lien halls of
the librart descended on the Bear's Den
Pub, and a tap attendant there said. "Since
the bomb scare, it's been pretty stead'..
They should hate more of them."
Other comments from relaxing students
ranged from that of Tom Morse who said,
"It as childish and asinine: whoeter did it
definitely does not hate their shit
together.'' to a calm "nobodt really
cared." from Molly Fogler. granddaughter
of the library's namesake.
The detective on at the library
rationalized. "It was probably someone
Aho had a paper due the next (fat and
wanted an excuse."
Michelangelo Antonioni). who has been
termed "not so much difficult as he is
different." is the most intellectual of the
directors in his soul-searching examination
of contemporary society and the coldly
emotional people who exist in it. His
vven t ura in 1%0 changed the face of
film-making in its almost total rejection of
conventional plot in fator of presenting a
series of life-like CNents that are the result of
human emotions. He continued with The
Night (1961) and Eclipse' (1%2) to explore
the same type of people. all with actress
Monica Vitti in the central role. In 19ti4 his
first use of color in Red Desert was termed
by one critic as "...thc best use of color
have ever seen in a film, exquisite in
itself."
Antonioni became a popular success in
1%6 with Blow Up, which starred David
Hemmings as the shallow London
photographer who views life only through
the image of a camera lens. His film about
American youth and society. Zabriskie
Point 11%41. was criticized as beinv
misrepresentative.
Bernardo Bertolucci. the best direct,r
the new generation of Italian film-makers,
will be represented by the five films which
hate be-en released in this country. The
Grim Reaper. his first film made in 1%2,
has not yet been released in America and
the director himself reportedly dislikes his
first effort—made at the age of only 21.
Hebert' the Revolution in 1964 earned
Bertolucci instant recognition from the
critics and art-house audience. while Last
Tango in Paris eight years later won the
toung director international success and
praise.
These directors have held uncontested
prominence in world cinema for nearly two
dc.ades. Ihetr tontrihutions to the an of
the film medium arc tremendous. and
inditidual—their styles are so different
from each others that you couldn't tell
the worked in the same countrs were it
not for the language.
There is a small admission charge (25
cents) for most of the films in Nutting.
while those shown in Hauck will cost
shizhil, more.
THE LEOPARD- Visconti's epic of
Sicilian life starred Burt Lancaster
and Alain Nelon in one of the most
expensive and lavish Italian films
ever produced
DARN
GOOD
FOOD
Charbroiled hamburgers
steaks. and sandwiches,
try our shrimp and
scallop dinners. Come to
the Library or the
Brickcellar for a casual
drink and fun.
Come to Gambino's where people get
together for a casual drink and
ENTERTAINMENT
The McDonald's
Little
Mac
Bus
Is Back!
McDonald's of Old Town
MI II
You deserve a break today
The Little Mac Bus will be making
scheduled runs from the Campus, to
McDonald's of Old Town, and back to
the Campus daily 4 PM to 10 PM, Also,
all day Saturday and Sunday
El
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EUGENE MAWHINNEY
Political scientist
says Nixon pardon
will not harm GOP
• eaatinued from page 2
admits "There is an offense, without
say mg there v. as an offense
The president. in his pardon statement,
did not have to name an offense, due to the
fact that Nixon was not indicted or
convicted. Tnus the pardon blankets
Nixon's actis !ties with clemencv.
"Generally . a man has been cons icted
and %e know what he's being pardoned
for. but since this was prelndictment. Ford
has the pow er to blanket it.•
argued The Maine Judiciary Counct
member.
• • It is nis understanding that tn-
pardoned him because he was president it
the United States." continued Maw hinnes
If he pardoned him for a specific crime, and
left him liable for others. • •it vould has,
left an ugh taste."
Ford's staff floated a trial balloon las!
%eck %hen they announced that thi
president was considering a mass pardor
for the rest of the so-called Watergaters. 4s
men charged. indicted or cons %tied ir
Watergate related crimes. The statement
v as quickls qualified following adverse
publit reaction. and Ford said he would
consider each case individually.
This. said Mawhinney. is a way of
issuing in invitation for requests for
pardon. But the blanket pardon is
definnels out. "I can see it for Nixon. but
not tor the rest." Maw hinney said
Tlw President does hase the power to
issue group pardons as in the case ot
amnesty. Group pardons may also be
granted by the Congress. said Maw hinney
Pardon pos.. ers are also extended to state
go% ernors, but their power is limited to
state penaltys. while the president's is
limited to federal crimes. In Maine. the.
Gosernor and the Executise Council ism!,
pardons jointly.
Speculation on reasons for a group
pardon focussed on Nixon's possible
appearances in court. The only way Nixor
could advoid testifying at this point would
be if there were no trials for him t.
testifs at. said Maw hmney.
Nixon cannot under any circumstances
claim the Fifth Amendment protection
against self-incrimination. because Ford's
pardon covers "any offenses against the
United States." which might have been
committed by the ex-president while he
occupied the White House.
Maw hinnev does not think the backlash
from the pardon will hurt Republican
prospects in the November congressional
elections. "The American system ot
politics has a habit of forgetting things
awfully fast, and whereas a congressiona
election does not call for a mandate. I don't
see it as a major campaign negative for th,
GOP.
"The candidates have time to get over it
and to some degree temper it." he added.
referring to the last ripples of Watergate.
"Congressmen can run on their own
•It
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Each of these
6 people made
more hi one week
than most people
make in a year.
Terry Taylor,
Brunswick, Maine
Terry.17. won $15000 on a ticket his
father bought for him.
Terry went down to the Kennebec
Fruit compans toLheck on his ticket
before the winning numbers were csen
drawn When told he was too early, he
iokingls replied. " that's okay. I'll he hack
in A short while to collect my money!"
He's going to bus J camera, some
stereo equipment. and pay oft a loan with
his winnings And he might go to college.
"I had thought about college." he said.
"but neser realized I might hase the
mones to go.''
dl
Benjamin Welsh
Livermore Falls Maine
Benjamin Welsh had a busy time of it.
He won $15.000 in the Maine State
Lottery, celebrated his 2bth birthday, and
became a father for the first time, all in the
same week.
He bought his ticket on impulse and
had no idea ho* the Lottery even worked
until the men he works with told him.
Originally a country boy. Ben will bus land
with his winnings. "I've always wanted to
get hack to country life. but I never
thought it possible. It really like a dream
come true.•'
He also plans to take a vacation nex,
summer in Northern Maine or Canada.
He's ne%er been opposed to the 'Amer%
and -now that l'se won, it couldn't
possibly be unfair!"
I Ns
Joan Sturtevant,
Brunswick, Maine
Joan says she was "shocked," when
she found out she'd won. She had bought
two tickets a week eser since the Lottery
started hut that particular week she
bought three. "It brought good luck." she
said with a smile
Joan plans to buy a car. "I nerd a new
one." and a present for each of her three
children -within reason." The rest of her
$15.000 prize will go into the bank. She
plans to keep in buying Lottery tickets.
to support A good thing."
Unknown Winner
Anytown, Maine
this person doesn t esen know he's
already won SI 5.000. There are two
unclaimed $15,000 prizes. Who knows. it
might be you- you could already beone of
the SI 5.000 winners. In fact only I of every
2 winnbag tickets has been claimed for
their prizes. There are over 5.000
unclaimed prizes totalling over $150,000!
Isabelle Michaud
East Lebanon, Maine
Isabelle was one of the tint S15.000
inners in the Lottery. She's going to use
her mune% to remodel her home in East
Lebanon and maybe trasel. The rest of her
winnings will go into savings.
Mike Thibodoan
Orono, Maine
%like was the Lottery's first big
winner. He picked up his winning ticket
while buying a hamburger. Mike buys two
tickets every week. "That's the way to
win," he claims.
These foe people all *on $15,000
the Maine State Lottery. Altogether there
hase been six $15,000 winners who base
claimed their prize. Pies made more
money in one week than most people make
in a year. And they're just like anyone else.
not business tycoons or shipping mag•
nates. nothing spectacular. just Maine
people who Played Me. — and won.
At least two more people have won
$15,000 in the Lottery. but nobody knows
who they are. not even themselves. One
$15,000 winner was drawn June 2". the
other on July II. but no one has claimed
the prizes, yet. Be sure to check your old
tickets carefully. We're in business to give
away money, lots of it, and we want lobe
sure we do all we can to help you win it.
MAINE STATE LOTTERY
L;da•
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Sports
Split with Fairfield, New Haven
Bruin nine earns 2-2 record
This is the first season in which UMO
has scheduled an extensive fall program in
baseball. Numerous other colleges in
states such as Nev. York, Virginia. Florida
and Pennsvly ania have similiar programs.
Maine's fall program is especially.
significant this season because of the
situations stemming from the addition of a
new coach in John Winkin.
With a new coach there also develops a
new faith and added incentive. Mans.
players get the feeling that
they have a new chance and ant to
impress the new coach who is undoubtedly
watching everybody.
In fall baseball action over the weekend.
the UMO Black Bears split a pair of
doubleheaders with the University of New
Has en and Fairfield College to earn a 2-2
record.
Sunday. the Bears defeated New Hasen
9-3 behind the six-hit pitching of
righthander Burt Roberge. but dropped
dropped the nightcap to Fairfield 1-0. as
the visitors scored an unearned run. Both
of Sunday's games were shortened seven
inning contests.
Saturday . Maine on the opener behind
lanky right hander Steve Conley but lost to
New Hasen as they committed six
errors.
The only game in which the Bears
showed any real offensive punch was
Sundays opener against New Haven with
rightfielder Gene Toloczho and freshman
shortstop Russ Quetti supplying most of
the punch. Toloczho belted a three-run
homer and Quetti added a two-run double
for UMO. Second baseman Roger Day had
two hits for Maine.
In Sunday-•s second game against
Fairfield. UMO's Jim Lynch. who pitched
superbly, locked into a pitchers dual with
Fairfield right bander Bob Kromachi for the
first fiye innings. Roger Howard reliesed
Lynch in the sixth and allowed the one
unearned run which gave Fairfield the
game. It scored as Krornachi came home
from third on a roller to shortstop that was
booted with two down.
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PEACEFUL— The UMO sailors at Maine Maritime Academy
captured third in the Maine
Championships held last weekend
Campus Photo
••••
Sailors 3rd at Maine Maritime
The Maine sailing team got their first have more experienced skippers.
taste of action last v. eekend as they
finished third in the Maine State
Championships held at Maine Maritime
Academy..
Bow &tin on the team championship
with Maine Maritime taking second.
Coach "Gib" Philbrick was ''sets
pleased- with the performance of his
sailors as the team had only two organized
practice sessions before the meet.
The UMO squad is looking for some
definite improvement this season as they
Women's
Field Hockey
Sept. 21 at UMP1
28 at UM Farmington
Oct. 4 Colby
8 Bow dom
10 at Bates
Portland-Gorham
24-2b at State Tournament
As a British company we'd like to explain our
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provides convenient operation
in any desired mode.
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Cosgrove impressive but ...
Black Bears edged by BO in heartbreaker, 1-6
rhey say football is j game of inches.
And if you have followed the Maine Bears
so far - this season you know why.
Last Friday night the Bears were handed
hat only can be described as a
heartbreaking loss. 7-b, at the hands of the
Boston University Terriers.
It was the second time in as many games
this season that the Bears easily could have
on or tied except for some had breaks and
untimely miscues.
Friday night's game was strange in that
the BU offense as able to move the ball
regularly, but was able to score only
Booters look impressive
defeat Jersey City State 3-1
Despite some misgivings due to the loss
of goalie John Hackett and fullback Mike
Barden. the UMO soccer team opened its
season with a convincing 3-1 win over
Jersey City State.
Senior forward Dave Halligan, a transfer
student from UMPti, was the big story on
offense. He led a surprisingly potent UMO
attack by scoring two goals and setting up
the third.
Halligan tallied his first goal with about
10 minutes remaining in the first half as he
hooted a centering pass from halfback Dan
Hoskin into the net. Early in the second
half. Halligan notched his second goal
after receiv ing a pass from Torn Rosa.
His leftfooted shot sailed over the goalie's
hands and into the upper part of the net.
Jersey City State narrowed Maine's
margin to 2-1 on a penalty kick by Pepe
Casts.
But the Black Bears came right back as
left wing Dave Carr won a race to the ball
with the Jersey Citv State goaltender and
fired his shot into an empty net.
Maine outshot Jersey City, 27-22. but
had a IS-4 edge in shots in the first half
before becoming more defensoe minded in
the late stages of the match.The three goal
output of the Bears equals the highest total
they ha% e scored in either of the last two
seasons And since this was the first time
the UMO line had played together in
competitior.. It could be a good sign.
Bob Nadeau. playing in place of the
iijured Jciin Hackett. was ver
surchanded in the goal as he played the
entire gamk and was credited with eight
%Aye.,
Also. the Maine defense led by co-captains
Rick Neal and Tom Rosa. were impressive
as the% generally had little trouble
Lontaming the opposing forwards.
Maine's next contest is this afternoon as
they host Husson College.
IT'S MINE!— Co-Captian Rick Neal
fights for the ball with an
unidentified Jersey City soccer
player UMO won 3-1 Ward Photo
RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$27S psi Par
Send now for latest catalog En
dove $2 00 to cover return post
age
ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spad,o• aw, Suite =208
Toronto, Ontario Canada
14161 36641649
Our research serboce as sold
for research assdstance only.
KEGS-ICE-COLD WINES
rReasonable Prices]
at
WA DLEIGH'S STORE
Stillwater Ave., Old Town 827-5504
OPEN 8 30-11 30 Mon-Thurs: Fri. till Midnight; Sat-Sun lam-midnight.
oogro 0' OP IP• 0 vottkfth 0144
The Augmented Fifth ti0 28 Mill St., Orono
0 
Newly remodeled with largely expanded inventory:
broader selections in blues. Jazz, blue grass. Folk
s
current & past Popular music.
List Price $6.98 LP we sell for $4.99
List Price S5.98 LP we sell for S4.29
1,500 albums for between $1.99-$2.99
‘11 We also carry 15 different brands of guitar and
• other instrument strings and accessories.
Open 10 am - 6 pm Mon. - Sato
obeOutri eroz4
once--in the second period.
The first score of the game came at 9:17
of. the second quarter as BU's Glen
Murphy. a transfer student front Ohio
State, playing in his first varsity game,
scored on a one-yard plunge off right
tackle. Terry Zirtidis added the extra point
and the Terriers held a 7-0 lead at halftime.
But in the second half Maine came alive
behind sophomore quarterback John
Cosgrove who was seeing his first varsity
action. Cosgrove took the Bears to the
BU one-yard line but their second attempt
to score the Bears were slapped with an
extremely costly delay of game penalty.
That was probably the turning point in the
baligame. as the Bears were unable to
score.
On the next series of downs Cosgrove
again showed that he could move the
ballclub and at 7:18 of the final period he
scooted around the right side to make the
score "-h. But on the point after attempt
the Bears made another costly mistake, as
holder Mike O'Day mishandled the snap
and the Bears failed to tie the score.
"We are disappointed." commented
Maine coach Walt Abbott. "We just didn't
display enough offense in the first half.
We're just disappointed dropping two in a
row. And both games were close."
Bright spots for UMO were quarterback
John Cosgrove and the running of Rudy
DiPietro and Mark DeGregorio.
The Bears finally showed some of their
potential in the backfield as they
established a solid running game.
especially in the second half. Rudy
DiPietro carried the ball ten times tor 39
yards; DeGregorio had 37 yards in four
attempts and quarterback Cosgrove had 37
yards on 13 carries including his I5-yard
touchdown run.
Although the running game clicked for
UMO. the passing game didn't as Rich
Prior, the starting quarterback. was 0 for
three and Cosgrove hit one pass out of
three attempts for only ten yards.
The last two games were tough ones to
lose for Maine. The Bears were in bosh
games all the way but just couldn't come
up with the big play. The play that really
hurt in Friday night's contest was the delay
of game penalty which stopped Maine's
moment urn.
Coach Abbott is now faced with a
decision concerning who wifl be his
starting quarterback this Saturday against
UMass. Both Prior and Cosgrove have
shown that they can move the ballclub.
Also. coach Abbott can't forget Al Malnack
who did a very credible job in the lam going
last season.
A number of Maine's future opponents
saw action last weekend. This Saturday's
opponent. the UMass Minutemen, lost a
close one to Villano.a. 17-13. Vermont
edged Norwich 28-26 as Catamount
quarterback Bob Bateman had 250 yards
passing. Delaware shutout Akron 14-0 and
Rhode Island was crushed by Temple 38-7.
WOMEN'S LIB TAKES
OVER AT
GOVERNOR'S
GOVERNORS WIFE
The Governor finally broke down
and hired CATHY to cook the many
delicious meals at Governor's. Drop
in and try her specialty,
the Mooseburger.
Tell 'em Ira sent ye.
BAH!
BALDERDASH
THE GOVERNOR
Governor's
1 Stillwater ave., Stillwater 827-4277
